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Many people have come to me full of fear and dread. We are, after all, exposing 
and coming to terms with a world-spanning commercial corporation mafia that is 
at least 300 years old, with roots going back much farther than that.  

We and our country have been the victims of an absolutely mind-numbing fraud 
and impersonation scheme that has subjected Americans and most of the rest of the
world to peonage and enslavement -- and which has aimed at the utter destruction 
and denigration of humanity for the benefit and the power-mongering of a few.  

It's sickening. It's gut-grabbing. It makes you want to throw up.  And most of the 
people who have been the little cogs in all these wheels have no idea that they are 
doing anything criminal when they implement their part of the scheme.  They don't
realize that they are harming and undermining themselves, their kids, and 
everyone else.  

The vast majority of the people creating this evil are on autopilot, making 
assumptions based on years and years of indoctrination that is purposefully 
designed to make us compliant and trusting and yes, ignorant.  Our job is to make 
everyone concerned a lot less ignorant and do it quickly. 

When a crime occurs crime reports are completed and in Legalese this is called an 
"Information" and the person making the report is called an Informant.

Today, I am acting as an Informant to "fully inform" every attorney you know, 
every attorney harassing or prosecuting you, every attorney sitting at their desk, 
schmoozing at a club, yes, every attorney working for you -- because like it or not,
though they can be nice guys individually, as a profession they've been trained to 
be mindless attack dogs -- attack dogs that are committing heinous and 
inexcusable crimes. 

http://www.paulstramer.net/2024/03/international-public-notice-anchors-away.html
https://blogger.googleusercontent.com/img/a/AVvXsEhcq-HqfoxeH5vYGC2xBy43YhcZ3vsZWZkqs08pFHjAm5FyyNzZ4807LU1rMRx4el2Lrqk0iO1YwzTlHaRQ1mQM8SELFF8NLR3-Ovniy2-pZjOBvQ-zbwj7pcl5z4sjsZ4XYAaD_hdc1GKKQN15Eg0WbLyGL6CagLS5GMibb2k4bm7f0lg3PdqLPqcLK-4


I am attaching six (8) pages of information in the criminal sense that describe the 
Great Fraud as the Americans have experienced it, and as virtually all the other 
former British, Commonwealth, Western European, and Japanese victims have 
experienced it.  It gives you a key to identify which legal fiction is which, and 
crucially, connects the dots connecting this Great Fraud to the asset theft it 
perpetuates and the money and credit assets it purloins.

https://annavonreitz.com/fullinfoforattorneys.pdf  Doctors and Politicians too.

I don't go into the same cookie-cutter process as it applies to yen and Deutsch 
Marks and British Pounds Sterling, but the process, like the end result, is the 
same.  

Corporations steal everything from the living people and subject us to a form of 
Corporate Feudalism based on defrauding and denigrating living men for their 
profit, enforcing peonage and enslavement and illegal asset confiscation using the 
courts and the members of the BAR Associations and American Medical 
Association (plug in your country's version of that) to do it.   

These men, who are largely unaware of what they are doing and that they are in 
fact promoting crime, need to be told and held accountable so that they stop going 
along to get along, stop acting as licensed "running dogs" and stop mindlessly 
obeying their corporate masters. 

Put these six (8) pages into their hands. Put them into the hands of justices and 
judges and accountants and bankers; give them to the priests and pastors and 
politicians. Give them to the CEOs of corporations. Give them to the Medical 
Doctors. 

Notice to Agents is Notice to Principals; Notice to Principals is Notice to Agents. 

https://annavonreitz.com/fullinfoforattorneys.pdf Doctors and Politicians too.
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